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PrimoChill Wet Bench –
Blank DIY - Red

Special Price

$10.97 was

$19.95

Product Images

Short Description

Again PrimoChill is leading the way in the way we use and mod our beloved computers. This time PrimoChill has step outside
(way outside) the box to create a one of a kind computer test bench. This is no ordinary test bench, the Wet Bench blurs the
boundary between form and function.

https://www.facebook.com/PerformancePCs
https://twitter.com/PerformancePCs
https://www.instagram.com/performancepcs/
https://www.youtube.com/user/PerformancepcsTV
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With its slanted motherboard posture, the Wet Bench sets itself from the pack.  Its simple but very practical approach to
accessing the motherboard without interference from a door or secondary shelf. Wide open and ready to be tinkered with, was
one of the core ideas that the bench was built around.

Description

Again PrimoChill is leading the way in the way we use and mod our beloved computers. This time PrimoChill has step outside
(way outside) the box to create a one of a kind computer test bench. This is no ordinary test bench, the Wet Bench blurs the
boundary between form and function.

With its slanted motherboard posture, the Wet Bench sets itself from the pack.  Its simple but very practical approach to
accessing the motherboard without interference from a door or secondary shelf. Wide open and ready to be tinkered with, was
one of the core ideas that the bench was built around.

Features

Innovative slanted motherboard orientation

Watercooling Ready!!

Lightweight due to the PSU not being install on bench, but underneath

Supports ATX, Micro ATX, Mini ITX, and E-ATX.  Does not support HPTX at the moment.

Simple and quick bench assembly

Made in the USA, by Americans

Additional Information

Brand Primochill

SKU TBWDIY-R-D

Weight 0.3000

Special Price $10.97
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